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Overview
• My	work	in	crowdsourcing	/	data	science	in	
GLAMs

• What	can	machines	do?
• The	Le	Show archive	(as	described	by	Rosa)
• Why	do	we	still	need	people	listening	to	Le	
Show	and	other	audio	archives?



What is crowdsourcing / citizen science in GLAMs?

The	basics:	show	people	collection	items	and	ask	them	to	record	
information	about	them	in	some	way
– Something	in	the	image/sound,	something	they	know,	a	relevant	item	
they	have

– Should	contribute	to	a	shared,	significant	goal	or	common	good

(GLAMs	– galleries,	libraries,	archives	and	museums	aka	cultural	
heritage	organisations)



Heritage crowdsourcing as volunteering

https://www.flickr.com/photos/statelibraryofnsw/4659373140



...but convenient

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jdevaunphotography/8456110245/	by	Jason	Devaun



• Digital	Curator,	BL
• 'Making	Digital	History:	the	
impact	of	digitality	on	public	
participation	and	scholarly	
practices	in	historical	
research'

• MSc	in	human-computer	
interaction:	crowdsourcing	
games	to	improve	object	
metadata	to	enhance	
museum	collections

https://britishlibrary.pubpub.org



Playbills In the Spotlight

•Playbills	In	the	SpotlightCollection of over 230,000 printed sheets in 1,000 volumes
Minimal cataloguing: 'A collection of playbills from 
miscellaneous Plymouth theatres 1796-1882'
No information about individual playbills, performances, 
people, topics, places
Tasks ask for performance titles, genres and dates
Volunteers noticed much, much more, and shared 
information in comments



Designing for productivity and engagement

http://playbills.libcrowds.com/	



Technology helps, but 
ultimately 

crowdsourcing is all 
about people

http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/2013/02/james-murray/

James	Murray,	editor,	OED,	with	
contributor	slips



My favo(u)rite tip: design for motivations
People	crave:
• satisfying	work	to	do
• the	experience	of	being	

good	at	something
• time	spent	with	people	

we	like
• the	chance	to	be	a	part	

of	something	bigger
- Jane	McGonigal,	2009



Crowdsourcing brings collections to life
Close,	engaged	attention	to	'obscure'	
collection	items
Opportunities	for	lifelong	learning;	
historical	and	scientific	literacy
Gathers	diverse	perspectives,	
knowledge



Living with Machines: responding to the growth of 
digital scholarship and data science

An opportunity to:
• Collaborate with The Alan Turing 

Institute, the national institute for 
data science and artificial 
intelligence, based in our St 
Pancras building

• Collaborate with subject and 
methodological experts, building 
on the Library's expertise in 
research services and public 
engagement

• Understand the potential and 
challenges of AI / machine 
learning for cultural organisations

• Build on digitisation work



Some methods from Living with Machines

• Analysing text with Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Large Language Models (LLMs):
• Toponym resolution – finding and disambiguating place names in text
• Nominal linkage - algorithmic record matching to find individuals between census years
• Linguistic research – detecting when machines are assigned agency; semantic shifts in meaning across time, 

place
• Contextualising data with metadata (looking for bias e.g. liberal/conservative)

• Training machine learning to analyse visual features on maps

• Embedding public engagement through crowdsourcing – finding articles about accidents involving 
machinery and annotating details about them; defining 'machines' through transcription and classification; 
learning from conversations influenced our exhibition

• Small scale 'human in the loop' experiments (labelling images as 'ad or not' to create training data for 
machine learning to distinguish adverts from news stories)







Given developments in 'AI'…
(machine learning)



What can AI/data science do for audio?
• Transcribe	speech	for	text-based	search,	methods
• Detect	some	concepts,	entities,	emotions	–>	
metadata	for	findability

• Support	'distant	reading'
– Shifts,	motifs,	patterns	over	time
– Collapse	hours,	years	– take	time	out	of	the	equation

• Machine	listening?
– Use	'similarity'	to	find	sonic	(not	text)	matches?



BBC World Service Archive



Le Show (as described by Rosa)
• A		massive	'portal'	of	'conceptual	
and	sonic	hyperlinks	to	late-20th-
and	early-21st-century	news	and	
culture'
A	'polyphonic	cornucopia	of	words	
and	characters,	lyrics	and	
arguments,	fact	and	folly'

• 'resistant	to	datafication'
• With	koine	topoi – issues	of	
common	or	public	concern



Why let machines have all the fun?
• People	can	hear	a	richer	range	of	
emotions,	topics	and	references,	
recognise	impersonations	and	characters	
->	better	metadata,	findability



Why let machines have all the fun?
Could	access	to	history	in	the	
raw,	'koine	topoi'	be	a	super-
power?

Individual	learning	via	
crowdsourcing	contributes	to	an	
informed,	literate	society

Jay	Yoder	with	His	Knitting

https://w
w
w
.flickr.com

/photos/m
ennonitechurchusa-archives/17059229738/



Thanks for listening. Questions?

Dr	Mia	Ridge
Digital	Curator,	British	Library
@mia@hcommons.social

https://bl.uk/digital
https://livingwithmachines.ac.uk
https://britishlibrary.pubpub.org/


